
Journal Prompt 

 

1.  Observe the nonverbal behavior of someone today, then question that individual to see if your 

interpretation was consistent with his/her intended meaning (perception check). 

 

2. Lisa Braithwaite is a public speaking coach from Santa Barbara, California, interviewed by the 

Los Angeles Times and Chicago Tribune as an expert in her craft. Braithwaite’s blog, “Speak 

Schmeak” covers all aspects of the public speaking process, though much of her content also 

relates to interpersonal communication. Review Braithwaite’s 12 for 12 April Challenge: Review 

Your Image and answer the following questions:  

 

http://www.coachlisab.blogspot.com/2012/04/12for12-april-challenge-review-your.html.  

 

Based on the idea that nonverbal communication presents an image, as well as the concept of 

self-presentation cues, review your image, based on Braithwaite’s criteria:  

a. appearance 

b. clothing 

c. grooming 

d. verbal behavior 

e. social skills  

f. general demeanor 

 

In which areas do you feel comfortable? Which areas would you like to modify? Based on the 

guidelines for improving nonverbal messages, how can you begin to improve your nonverbal 

image?  

 

3.  Is fear your friend? When you’re feeling ill and sweating bullets, fear doesn’t feel like any 

friend you want. Author of The New Elevator Pitch Chris Westfall asks you to reconsider your 

position. This Southern Methodist University instructor and 2011 Elevator Pitch Champion is a 

master at teaching people how to succinctly and articulately brand themselves in a brief, but 

impactful timeframe. Westfall also believes that fear has the power to help us make a real 

difference in our lives. Read Westfall’s blog post “Why Fear is My Friend” and answer the 

following question.    

 

http://moveupormoveout.com/wordpress/2012/03/why-fear-is-my-friend/ 

 

Think about public speeches that you have to give in college. What nonverbal signs do you 

manifest, based on fear? Make a list of five concrete ways that you could overcome some of 

these issues by adopting Westfall’s idea that fear is your friend,.  

  

4.  Be aware of eye contact during your next conversation and explain the following:  

a. Were you the talker or listener?  

b. What percent of the total eye contact did you and the other person maintain?  

c. What was your degree of comfort with the topic? 

 

5. How do you feel when someone violates one of the rules of distance (expectancy violation 

http://www.coachlisab.blogspot.com/2012/04/12for12-april-challenge-review-your.html
http://moveupormoveout.com/wordpress/2012/03/why-fear-is-my-friend/


theory)? Do you feel differently about the person who violates the rule? How do you handle the 

violation? Do you confront the person or deal with the situation in another way?  

 


